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ABSTRACT

Interpretations of the differences between the
African American child and'the Caucasian child in North America
follow two major trends. In one the'differences in the African
American child are viewed as deviance from the Euro-American norm and
therefore inferior or pathological. In the other, the differences are
viewed as deviant but adaptIve forms of behavior for 3ivirg in
environments of oppression and poverty. In both these interpretations
it is assumed that the norm is the behavior of'the middle-class
Caucasian child. The result of these ethnocentric assumptions has
been the continued educational failure of the African American child.
African American srholars should investigate specific behavioral
patterns in the African American lifestyle in order tc formulate
theoretical notions and programmatic interventions which take
cognizance of these pattern6 without necessarily seeking to modify
them. Areas for further study include African American linguistic
patterns, oral communication, peoEle vs. object orientations, visual
and motor skills, body language, thinking and problem solving, and

spontaneity. (Author/PM
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There have been two major _trends in the interpretation of the
African-Affierican and the Caumany apparent differences between the
have come from
casian child in 'North America. These interpretations

whose entire history
the Social Scientists and Educators primarily,
demonstration of supposed difas a "science" has been the repeated
has been
ferences between the "races."1 The first of these trends
to assume that the differences observed in the African-American
and should therechild meant deviance from the Euro-American norm
The other
fore be evaluated as either inferior or pathological.
differences were deviant but adaptrend has been°to assume that the
'environments of oppression and
tive forms of behavior for living in
assume that the norm is the
poverty. Both of these interpretations
class Caucvasian child. All
1typical expected behavior of the middle
abnormal. In:behaviors were considered to be unquestionably
ott.,
I.

Ithe possibility that desufficient consideration has been given to
and Euro-Amerispite a shared cultural geography, African-Americans
cultural persgnalities. .The
cans may conceivably occupy different
"melting pot." concept assumes a kind of cultural homogeneity despite
6

0

cultural diversity in North
the compellilc evidence cf considerable
political and social reprisals by
Amer3ca. Th.: danger of economic,
has led to a growing denial of evident racial
the dominant cultu r.?.

differences. Since so many charlatans have paraded in the name of

2

2

science the idea that difference autdmatically meant African-Ameri-

"

,

\

can inferiority, African-Americans have come to seriously fear any

suggestion of possible variation from the Euro-American norms.
,

As

,

a 'resultmany obvious dissimilarities between,the two groups have
o

remained unexplored.

Such negligense rests solely on the shoulders

of the African-American scholar becaUse only'he would have been

,

,

equipped to surface these issueb from thil very essence of the Afri.

can life experience in North America'

The African-American scholar .'

has instead dissipated hiq-energies attempting to counteraot the
cry of "black inferiority" coming from the vocal and persistent
Caucasian scholars.

2

The severest casualties of the American educational and social system remain disproportionately and overwhelmingly African,

American.

Despite all kinds of innovative methods to bend the Afri-

can-American child into the appropriate Euro-American middle class
mode, the parade of failures is still led by the child who is poor
and bladk.

Head Start programs have been one such attempt to bend

the early "twi " in the "acceptable" direction.

Many other programs,

dating from the Mid 60's, have sought to "redeem° the African-Ameri,

-canchild-

Theinevitable-outcome ha -beet-dontin-Ued failure for

the African-American child which has been even more devastating than
the failures in the destructive system of enforced*segregation.

The

decrease in academic sucCess, the in4ease in dropouts, the decreas-

ing age of drug addicts and the generak,social,casualties among Af-

,

rican-American youth attest to the overwhelming failure of the educational syr,tem and the social sciences to appropriately address the
needs of the t.frican-American child.
D

Increasing numbers of African-American social scientists are
now approaching the issues pf African/European differences as blatant
o.

3

realities which must be confronted,

Psycholoists such as

SC,i3

Khatib(a.k.a. Cedric X Clark) ,3 Phillip McGee,4 Wade Nobles; 506

Gerald Jackson;p6ychiatrist Frances C. Welsing 8 and sotile Others are
seeking to formulate theoretical notions and programmatic Interveri-

tions which take cognizance of these differences Without necessarily seeking to modify the child out of them,

These African-American

scholars all,agree that the so-called "science of human behavior"

has been little more than the outgrowth qf Caucasian social scien.

tists seeking their oirn' images in the mirror of human experience.

Though much of the work from these scholars is still in its infancy,
the implication of their ro-8earch is that most of the normative

,

statements about hum64,1ehavior are little mOie than ethnocentric
projections rather'4than generalizable statemenit about the human
make-up.

In thi2 discussion we will attempt to identify some of the rather dramati:: examples of behavioral patterns of the African lifestyle,

Though mostly anecdotal iri format, our discussion is intended

to, be suggestive of trends for further investigation in the light

,of more attention being given to such behavioral forms and their
0
psychic or environmental source.

Language variations are very critical,in understanding the

personality functioning of groups of people because words are critical in the formation of the thinking of' a person.

Psycholingu:stics

is an entire.specialty which addresses this reality.

ThereOlas been

considerablz documentation of linguistic differences in the African-

American culture.9 These differences have beep.alternately described
as dialect, subcultural idioms, or as simply unstructureJ
distortions

4

of'standard English:. The African scholar views the language variation as an attemPt by the_ African ,speakeF to milk fromHan alien

tongue the yerbal expressiveness which is reflective of the widely
iTterent-immtal_expgmllmg1 of the African in America.
0

The African mental experience is highly affective or ifl. one
marked by considerable feeling, not only in response to 'the chronic
tenbion which characterizes the oppressed environments, but as a

continuity of the high feeling tone of the African experience among
African descendants throughout the world.

Frantz Fanonnand others
0

have suggested similar variations among ihe African speakers of
French in Africa,and the West Indies.

The language is at best a symbolic expression of ones mental
cohients.

The IangUage evolved is based upon certain shared

experi,!-

ences and agreed upon syMbols for the expression of those experiences.

The English language and European languageS An general have

evolved to refiect the modal Caucasian experience.

Characteristics

0

such as the limited number of blterjections in the English language
fail to reflect the subleties of emotions of a highly affective and
sensitive people., Rather bland words such as "wow," "gee," "golly,"
etc. are woefully inadequate for the highly charged life of being
Atrican in America.

Consequently, one finds a wide use of profani-

ty and coined interjections among African-Americans in an attempt
to reflect the more highly charged mental experience.
The limited and contextlial meaning of the language is given ad-

ditional flexibility by the considerable amount and highly meaningful body language adopted by the African speaker.

It is important

to note that the body language is not of the Freudian symbolic form
which has gained considerable popularity among the dynamic psychologists.

Such sexual interpretations of body language are far-fetched

5
in appreciating the communication,

One source of considerable

the tendency to
misinterprdtation of African-American'tehavior is
view that behavior frcn the same reference point as similar behavior

may be viewed in Edro-Americaris.
.The Africanbody languaree_i_s a modality_for maintaini4 rhythm

in expreOsion as well as dramatizing that which the language fails
to communicate,

In fact one might view the, body language of the

African speaker as a highly exclisite form of pantomime.

'One ob-

-servation frequently made by non-African-American observers of Af.

rican-American behavior i'that there is a scarcity of communication
This observa-

between parents and children within the African home.

tion has been used to explain the alleged language deficits of the
African-American child when in fact suCh an obseryation is a misperception of a highly intricate imbedded communicatiqn pattern.
The mother who "cuts" her eyes at a "pokdd-out"'child is a com-

munication which occurs between that mother and child which transcends verbal communication.

Despite the absencel'of words, there is

considerable communication going on between the two parties.

Most

African-AmericanS recall vividly, instances of a parent throwing a

casual glance (as seen by an outside observer) a't them from the opposite side of a huge room and having that glance lead to immediate
modifications in their behavior.

The instructions are not spelled-

out in explicit terms as they may be in the typical Euro-Ameriban
family setting, but the message is clear and emphatic.

The numer-

ous connotations of shrugs and head-scratchings are quite pregnant'
with meaninss far in excess of the simplistic interpretations ascribed to those patterns by uninitiated observers.

The flexibility

of frowns, grins, and eye-movements would be too voluminous to catalogue.

The child described as "non-verbal" in the classroom has

frequently baffled unaware observers by hip considerable popularioutside the cIase,.ro5m.
ty, leadership and apparent communicativeness
observer familiar
This apparent paradox would resolve itself for the

with the diversity of communication patterns among African-Ameticans.
Many of the realistic dangers of the alien American environ-

ment has led to the African speaker developing many grammatical-maneuvers of considerable subtlety and ingenuity.
is the adjectival,meaning"reversAl.

One very common contemporary

maneuver of this nature is the use of th
is an exceptionally good automobile.
of exceptional positive quarity.

One such maneuver

word "bad."

A "bad ride"

Some "bad stuff" is a-product
ad," however, in unpredictable

instances can maintain its conventional meaning which requires an
astute attunement to the subtle changes in intonation in order to
recognize the switch.

Another such maneuver which camouflages meanings from unwanted
audiences io the multi-connotation expressions.

One of themost

prejorative expressions which can come from the lipsrof a non-African is the word "nigger."

Within the African'cultural lingui9tie,

community the word has massive flexibility.

It/can be a term of

warmly intimate endearment such ast."Yeah, Baby, you sure are my
nigger."

Or: it can be a term of poisonous attack such as; "You,

d--- nigger!"

Th u. differences in intonation, the time, the place,

and the speaker wi,11 determine the meaning of the word.

Again, the

meaning shifts are indicated bY tone changes, eye'movement, raising of eye-brows and often even More subtle,indicators which are
very likely to by-"pass the unfamiliar observer.
it is because of such subtle patterns that the African-American child lc often misunderstood when communicating to an unfami-

-4
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liar person.

The child is likely to respond to the frustration by

either.rebellion or retreating from interactions with the non-comprehending listener.' It is obvious :that many of the inappro riate

labelings of African-American children as deviant is a conseq ence
of such misunderstandings.' Similarly., many of the behavioral

rob-

lem'S encountered'by the Caucasian teacher may be a consequence of

such breakdowns in communication. "The opposite case is less t ue
because of the considerable and widespread influence of "Standa d

gnglish" the African-American O:hild As mor likely totuite fam 1iar in recognizing speech of the Euro-Ameirican-speaker.

Oral Patterns
A direct. derivative of the ideas presented in the discussion
.,T1 language is the

life experience.

importance of the spokenmord in the African
Different life experiences place less or greater

emphasis on various sense modalities.

For example the Euro-Ameri-

can pe-ople demonStrate a .highly developed visual orientation as is-

evinced by the bibliomania which characterizes the American culThe present correlation of a written tradition with techno-

ture.

-Yogical-progreas-ha-s-legitimiz-ed-such_a_preacclipation with written

material and hats served to'disparage alternative modes of communication..

Certainly, an oral system of communicatl.on is woefully inef-.

ficient in a culture such as this, but it is still the predominant'

mode for transmission of information throughout most of the world.
The importance of oral or spoken communication to the African-American lifestyle is an example of one of the many continuities with
Africb.n tradition maintained in the African-American experience.

A casual observance of any community's African-American radio station will demonstrate how well-developed is this skill,

8
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Oral cOmmunication remains the predominaqt means of infordation
)

Considerably

transmission ,within the African-American community.

more than in the broader Caucasian culture, the spoken word is relied upon much more than the written word,

This emphasis on apoken

communication results in a highly developed auditory or listening
This child de-

facility on the part of the African-American child,

velops an acute Sensitivity to sUbtleties in expression and intona-

,

tion often unobserved by the Euro-American speaker.

Consequently,

the child often responds to feelings communicated in the verbal expression which may even escape the conscious notice of the speaker.
There is a particular sensitivity to hostile tones which the child
perceives and responds to despite efforts to veil them on the part
of the spea!zer.

It is'for this reason that often African-American

children respond to unexpressed prejudice and hostility on the part
of non-African ,personnef when the personnel may perceive themselves
as carefull,7 camouflaging their feelings.
Very often,_ the same child who shows little or no emotion or.

interest in the written word can be enchanted by being read the written word.

The European child will usually seek to orient himself

through visual modes because this has been the conditioning uf his
culture.

His African counterpart with less efficient visual-motor

coordination demonstrates considerable superiority i

aural-motor

coordination; The considerable difference in elncing abilities among Europeans and Africans is an excellent example of the auralqotor "defiviency" in Caucasians and the considerable advancement
of Africans in this area.

However, an African-American child with

such highly devloped coordination is likely to be assessed as retarded If hc is unable to demonstrate a similar facility, with visual-motor colrdination.

9

9

pancing is actually the.translation of. certain auditory

Reading is the translation of certain

rhythms ints) mo0r activity.

"visuaa rhythms into a motor behavior.

Though the prior tfaining

,

for the,lattpr activity issteater.than for the former, there is
.

,

no available eyldetice which nedessarily sugg'ests that the former

(.1

In fact if one wer;e'to.comPare

activity is any less complicated.

the.Caucasian4 who were able to master the technique of dance after
4

dance instruction with the African-Kme*ricans who were able to master reading after instruction, it is likely that the success rate
.

.

would be much higher for the African-American rea:ders,

Unfortu-

nately, the IQ tests do not have a scale for the measure of aural*ID

niotor activity thodgh there are several scales which measure vi4A

0

sual-motor.activity.
With &this-kind of analysis, we dan begin to get a better com-:Paiime4

.

prehension of the disproportionate African-AmericanArate in European-structured modes and media of education.

These media over-,

whelmingly emphasize the visual modalities for instructional pur.

poses and for asserssment.

.

In fact the educational and psycholog.

ical literature is practically void of any data on Aural-hotor co,

.

,ordination and dts relationship to learning:

Only in cdses of its

4

absence, such as educational programs for the deaf, does one find
any suggested relationships.

In the" meantime this highly developed

facility on the part of the African-American child must be dissipdted
in recreational dance when in' fact it may hold the key to some of
the educational deficiencies confronting children of, African descent,

2:22E112rientation

One very important element of the orartradition which distinguishes it from the visual tradition is the centrality of a Speaker
in the former case and his disliensability in .che latter.

1

This cru-

.

,

10

'

.

cial differbnce indicates-another significant characteristic of
'

the Afriban-American child's cultural experience.

This character-

.
.

44

orientation," of the Af.r.i.can
istic is the considerable "pedple
4

4

1

I

4;

I

4

ol

1

9

Experiences are significant to the degree that they relate

ture,.

.

The charisma of Man'y Africani-

to pdOple in some very direct way.

American heroes such asi.Dr. Martin Luther King, Jrf, 11akco1i)4, and\
13a.i.bara Jordan Is linked to their considerable verbal eloqudndt.,
.

The facility of such leader's in the oral tradition serves, to ig-0,

nite theAotivational fuse of AfrIcan RMericans as they ice
4

instruction in a famillar and forceful medium.

given

The dual medium of

theespoken word and the living person serveto totivate African peo.

.plei

It is'interesting to note that much of the response tp the

orator is only incidental to the Content'ef the message.

The

rhythms, the .cad'ence of the-Storyteller is as important as what he

As-saying.

FoE effective commurilcationtone would hope that.there

exists a .c.orrillation between the rhythm ancontent or the message

and the medium.

.

The lesson, in.this for one who is iwterested in r'eaching the
.

1

.Africap-Amel.can-child is an appreciation of the "griot" or "stley.

teller" in .the African tradition.

We 'dan incite interest in he

child'by. using the medium with which he is most familiar and most
easily attracted.

J

This..can serve as a transitional meihod to.move

the child to exploring other areas of learning. *For eXample, a,
story read withthe lore of the 'storyteller car. offer an exciting

inducemept for learning to read.

There are other examples of this important char.acterizti'p of
'a

people orientation throughout the African-Americamlife.experi.ence%
,
Because of itc prominence it has be,en viewed as a maladaptive*pendency in th6 perionality of many kfrican-Americans,

There is a:.

11

in
.maried group.orientation among African-Americansiowhich.stands
Will-

norM of individualism.,

.0harp contrast to:the
.

.

g

ters.such as Kardiner arid OveseyPGrier and Cobbs,2 and many, other,.
0

traditional thinkers have related this orientationadescribed by
.0

as being an important factor in many mental .

them as "dependency"

0

disorders affecting,African-Ameriban people.' The sensitive observ,

er would accurately observe that any African-American person who
did not show such a .high people orientation was, in fact, abnormal'

In An Ancreasingly-in-

in the light of hii own cultural experience.

sulated and "inner-Uirected" society, the African-American encoAn-

,

0

ters considerabre'conflict in adjusting .to such alien behavior:patterns outside of his cultural environment. "The young child is im,

mediately faced with this conflict when he is encourage

to be mor'e

of an individual(as the 'school emphasizes)rather,than an integral.
component of his group.

Interaction vs. Reaction

Another pattern of considerable prominence found in. the African-American life experience is the interactionl pattern of callarid-response.

.This pattern has its most dramatib-e1ample-in the
a

Fundamentalist churches in which one finds the preacher's speech
gi

transformed into a litany of sentence's and responses from the lis.

teners.

The spontaneous'reactions and supportive statements of env

couragement involve the speaker and listeners in a. dialogue of in.

teraction.

Th5.

standsdri contras't to the,traditional Euro-Amerie

can speaker/audience Ssetting.in which.tho speaker or expert dis-

penses wisdoM and the audience listens attentively and reacts only
at appropriately defined moments.
3his pfil;tlern, though niost colorful in the speaker setting, is

a perva.sive occurrence within African culture.

This on,fgoing sys-

,

12

tem of interaction and social reinforcement oaLntains relation.Even a brief observa-

ships between people in almost all settings.

-tiongWill reveal a considerable differenoe4n the' classrooms.of many

African-American teachers'and their Euro-American counterparts.
The Afripan4tmerican teacher(if she is true to her cultural forms)
will have much more of an interactional relationship With her students.

This is an alternative to the more passive requirement of

the traditional,classroom where the child is expected to quietly
absorb and react only in some systematic and pre-defined form.
The pessivitY requirement of the traditional claisroOm probably accounts for. one Of.the most common complaints of behavioral'
,

.,.

V,

.problems among African-American children.
.

°Phis C.Omplaint'Is one

,

ofKyperactivity and general classroom diserder..
.

The hyperactivity
,
.

fl
00

..

's
has b'een attributed to everything from broken homes to brain damage.
la
1

Mote often than not, such hyperaCtivity ls an adaptatiOn to boredom.
o

Ihe boredom is in_direct.responSe to the excessively law

tivity level 01' the classroom which so sharply contrastS with the''
,

home -enVixonments with which they. are familiar.

The ube of instructional methods which would maxim3ze student
0

1

(7,

0.

0

responSe and involvement are likely'to be much more effective in
p

as.

reaching African-American children.

The teacher, benefits fromthe

direct and immediate feedback' and the student gains a sense ,of
1.1

11

enectedness withwha't is. being presented.
,

Singing activities.often
I

'Stimulate such resounding interest_bedause they involve the kind
C,

of group liartiCipation which reaffirms the sense of oneness, which

is such a.critical cuitural motiff among African people(Nobles)

13'
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African,Thought
Another distinctive characteristic'of the African-American
,

child is ihe fotm of thinking and problem-solving'which he has
gained from the conditioning of his ,cultural and life experi.ence.

13

and reThis characteristic is a ttrong reliance on internal cues

actions as a means of problem-solving.

This is in contrast to the

enforced reliance on external Cues which is required for most problem solutions in a classroom setting.

This form of problem solv-

,

ing receives very little respect in Western culture because it is
viewed as too subjective.

Objectivity is considered as the hall-

mark of scientific enterprige.

Though objective observation is

critical in the acquisition of certain kinds of knowledge, it is
not the exclusive means of acquiring knowledge.
4

This form of thinking has been called.the function of "Ahtuie

.14
tion" by Carl J ung(jacob)

He is'one of the few,.European théo-

in'bome
ristewho has.Idescrlbed this characteristic
.
,
.

observed by Dr. Jung, this particular thought function 'doei not.
'

it Is a highly
have any. considerable prominence in.the Weit though
4

developdd function among African and Asian peoples.

1

We might add

.7

that it has persisted as an essential dimension of African-Ameri.

'can thought.

There is a cultural respect for internal cues and

,"hunches". as a means of acquiring information.

Despite the sci-

entific-unreliability of thiS form of information getting, it of-)
fers some advantages which relianCe on the external simply cannot
produce because of its limitations in time. and space.

Because of this affective component to cognition for the African-American.childi he is' particularly vulnerable to his dmotion-

al reactiohs interferring wAtl his'learning.

Hissense of bding

disliked by a teacher call devastate/his intellectual performance.

On thd other hand his sense of being liked and respected by the

'teacher can wroughtwonderods iimprovements in his dntellectual per,

,

This probably accounts for the frequent:observation of

formance.
A

rather extreme fluctuation in pprformance between classes for the

,;1

same student.

His subjective.reaction to the teacher can have a

rather severe effect upon his perTormance.

This reliance on intuition is'very adaptive in an environment
where learning and problem-solving usually occur in relationship to
people.

Such inner processes are very informative about the inner

processes of other people and,provides information beyond the particular information that is verbally communicated.

XOwever, in a suet-

ting where the focus and the orientation is on objebts, then there
are predictable difficulties when such objects have no inner reali-

ty nor is there a medium between the object and oneself' that hap
sudh an inner reali

Many African-Ameridanschildren reveal preViously unexpressed'
psychomotor and
reasoning skills when ob;ject manipulatioi) Is placed,
:1

.

d

,

in .ainterpersonal cOntext;

e

.
.

When the object manipulation As done.

as a means 'of Interacting with anotherpersont the task which prer
viotisly received little effectivelattention from.:the,child suddens,

ly .takes on,hew

'11 ificasnde,

for,him.

'It seems that African-Ameri-;

can children are not_as prone to manipulation of.ohjects for maniyulation sake as Euro-American.children:

Even very young childrbil

show a decided preference for human rather, than object interactions.
,1

Reliance on intuition;makes African-American r ;1dren parti-.
cuIarly adept in socia,l relations because such A facility relies

heavily upon empathy.

In-fact, 'the African-American chilet-adept-------

ness at gett.ing people to do What he wants themtoPdo has frequently'been dew.lribed as a psychopathic manipulativeness.

In fact,

this is only applied empathy"and it utilizes the initial social
skilk that we learn'as human beings and that is:

,how to get people

.s

to' act when you Want them to apt.

So long as the settint is.an

terpersonal setting, as we observed above, the child is comfortable

15
0

and efficient.

15
When the learning situation is devoid of human in.

volvement, then frequently the African child experiences difficulty.

Another Characteristic of the African-American child is
capacity to be spontaneous.

His facility for easy, rapid adapta-

tion to different situations is one oit the most remarkable strengths
of the African child.

The capacity to respond quickly and appropri

ately to environmental changes facilitates the African-American
child's basic comfort in most settings, where there are positive
interperponal relations,

The African-American enirelimentis a constantlY,changing and
-mUlti-faceted one.

From the moment the child, is born, within all

African home, he is exposed 'to a world in cdriti4Ous movement.

Many

e faces constantly padt'ing through: radios and record players often
_

going in conjunction with TV sets4 many activittes similtaneoulsy
,

in progress requires a facili* of ready adaptation.

It is impon

I

tant to see the-contrast with the middle class nurspry where one
,..

.

.

5,

,

,

,

.

.

,
.

.

,

learns to adjust' to little more than mobileS'over his cradle and an'
.

,

,

.

I.

mcasional face tringin'g nourishment.

In these Communities.the child learns early the importance _ofconstant change and rapid adaptation to:that change.

Such a facili-

ty is a oenuine strength, in learnirg to deal with a realistic envi,

ronment which requiressconstant adjustment and r4adjustment.. Even
an ego,strength,such:as- this becomes ceunter-adaptive in a settilig
which -emphasizes' constancy of environment and Vehavior.

,

In the typ-.

ical 'classroom setting, this real ego strength becdmes a paradoxical

disability in an environmdnt whiCh,is based,on rigidity and only.
,

stereotypotrespolises are supported. :Therefore, there is.a consi0-

erable discrepancy between .the,constantly changing environment of

16
4,

16

the home and the relatiVely stagnant quality Of the classroom.

A-

a

ve can see some justification for the behavioral dif14iculties

)
produced by such a radically deviant eLvironment as the typical
classroom.

The Afritan4tmerican child's spontaneity is as present in his

rapid adaptation'to new environments as it is in other aspects of
Jiis behavior.

He is equally spontaneous with his feelings, gener-

ally responding directly and honestly.

The'AfriCan-American child's--

spontaneous and well-cocirdAnated'motor'autivity'has.been-well-docu-

1

.

mented(Wilson).15 In most .instancessuch apt.responsiVeness,yould
_

be viewed as hetilthY and indicitive of,a high level of,personal adjustment.

In environments which are .by-and-large unnatural(from,

the perspective of the faMiliar environment of the child)these satie
behavior's are likely to be viewed as ineffective and in many "in,

stances even' as disruptive.
,

'Conclusion_

411.

There are several assumptions and inevitable generalizations

-Which are made.in a discussion of this nature., One assumptiOn is
.4V

of a fairly hbmogeneous.African-American, community4---We, are aware

of class variables and ihe coMpelling arguments which suggest that
racial di'fferences'are ultimatelyclass differences.
1

The. charac-

terlstics which have been identified hereint'are fairlTconsiStent-1

4

ly present at all olass levels of African-Americans.

Certainly,

N

the mote alienated people become from their-indigenous'cuIture.t
4

less prevalent are these cultural epres.Sio
f

e

How0,9r, i is a

safe aSsumption that an African:4Merican chilisjmubh More likely
tp act in accord with these,characteristici. of his indigenous cul,,
,ture than he is to act a's the mote alien Euro-American-culture
4)

would suggest.

I

1?

.The other issue which has been émphasized in this discussion

is the degree to which the classrogm based on Euro-American assump-

tions about child behavior is.an alien environment for the African.
American child.

From ju t the vantage point of the few characteris-

tics disdussed previously, the remarkable fact is that the African-

American child adjusts to the classroom, at all!

A predictable re-

action is the minority of A4frican-American children who show
some
degree of real difficulty in adjusting to the often
grossly alien
environment of the typical Euro-American classroom setting.
-

We can only _§,Peculate _about_how muc41 untapped--po-tentiat
has

I

k

fallen'prey to the c'lassroom setting Which 'was
unresponsive to these

unique characteristics and.needsc

A,t'a. time when-the push toward

a kind of,cultural plUralism is taking over our educatibnal settirtgs
we are hciVeful that African-American,s6holars will address these
I

uniqueland.potentially powerful con'tributions to the so-called edu-..

cational melting-pot.

0
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